
Spring Quarter Sunday School Electives 

June 6 – August 29 
 

Proverbs 
Jerry McClenahan – Overflow 

Perhaps no book of the Bible is more easily fragmented than the 
Proverbs.   We contribute to this handling error by quoting first 

one proverb, then another, without regard for any unifying theme 
that might be useful in applying or understanding the intention.    

The writings of the father-son duo, David and Solomon, constitute 
most of the poetic sections of Scripture.    Preceding the Proverbs 
are the songs of David where many emotions are expressed…such 

as joy, pain, praise and gratitude.  The Proverbs of Solomon invites us 
to explore the discipline of God-centered living in practical ways.  

Proverbs is not simply a reservoir of quotes to help you live a 
positive life.   If asked to give the theme of the Proverbs, most 

would immediately give some description that included the word 
‘wisdom’.   Other themes include the ‘fear of the Lord’, 

‘understanding our desires’, ‘our relationships with others’, and 
‘personal behavior. 

A literary device known as parallelism is employed to describe 
facets of life which require thinking.   In pairs of couplets, one 

thought is stated and a second reinforces, augments, or negates the 
first.   This book will give up its most complete meaning, when it 

is read in the light of the ministry of Jesus.  As we study this book, 
we will attempt to discover themes which are treated by this text.  
The most challenging task for us will be to attempt to discover all 

that is said about a typical subject. 

 
Romans: Justification (Part 3) 

Bruce Plank – Room 12 

Paul’s letter to the church in Rome is his magnum opus and the 
most systematic statement on the doctrine of salvation in the New 
Testament. We will study at an unhurried pace in order to secure 

the rewards of this challenging book. 

 

 
Isaiah 40-66 – The Book of Comfort 

Larry Ediger – Room 11 
Isaiah’s name meant “the Lord is salvation” and this was his 

message for over 40 years. In the first half of his book, through him 
the Lord pronounced judgment on the proud who sought to save 
themselves. But in the second half of the book, through him God 

also comforted the humble with glimpses of a Prince of Peace and 
a Suffering Servant and that Savior’s future reign.  Isaiah lived in 
momentous days, days much like our own, and he wrote what 

many consider to be the greatest book in the Old Testament. Come 
discover why New Testament authors quoted Isaiah more than 

any other Old Testament book except Psalms as we explore 
together the second half of the book of Isaiah. 

 

 

Married Couples of the Bible 
Joel Busenitz – Room 14 

The Bible is full of stories of marriages.  Each week we will look at 
a different couple in the Bible and examine what they did well or 

failed at.  Some started off perfectly and ended up wrecking 
everything, while others got off to a bad start but had successful 
marriages.  The Bible has a great deal to say about how to have a 
good marriage, but it also shows us examples, letting us know 

what to do, and what not to do.  


